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Hello My Name

The hammock 
has no particular inhabitants
but sway. Autumnal 

mums, evergreen dying 
in splotches under 
slowly bruising sugar 

maples. Posers 
without even holes 
under their patches. 

It’s all news. It is 
the wasp nest at the back 
of the Evening Star box. 

There’s just one 
squirrel. It flickers. Hello 
my name is my face, 

a holed-up sniper of joy. 
I like it in a book 
when there’s a library. 

I like falling. 
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You Are

This is the moment when lit 
windows wonder the floor 

and we try to write wander  
but it comes out all light.

Autumn fields talcum each 
other at dusk in stalk dust 

come harvest, so whenever, 
November. The late corn 

outgrows its church clothes. 
We don’t have etherized 

evening sky we’ve got 
patients all night long. 

Let us go then, you know, 
us. Escape would be 

a palindrome, if S’s were 
P’s and the C disappeared. 

If the sea disappears we’ve 
been dead for years. For 

the dew from the sweet grass 
the dog licks her shins. 

Your eyes aren’t bloodshot 
your blood just wants a look 

for itself. It’s not high-definition,
it’s high-connotation. 
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Stars scooch an inch. 
You’re. It’s that simple. 

Spell it however you want.  
 

You Are
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40°N, 92°W

I’m going to try to be a person 
one hoof at a time. I’m another guy 
in a tie talking about light across 
this county, too afraid of snakes 
to handle anything, but love 
love love any tongue spoken in. 
In the graveyard on Neptune 
Rd. our hound rolls on her back 
on the frosted headstone shadow 
grass, crunches and grunts, and 
that’s not buzzards chipping off 
the airy blue, it’s Neptutian leisure 
gliders, which is what they are to us 
terrestrials, too. Crawl all you 
want our first steps are toward 
the grave. Here’s to getting lost. 
Best case beauty ties your shoelaces 
together. Worst it takes the foot. 
My guess god’s favorite part of earth’s 
thirty-some odd people in a church, 
all a little bit off whisper mumbling 
trespasses—the ch of its launch, plosive 
blade in the belly, then all that July 
Fourth sidewalk snake lit puck ash 
extrusion hisses its slithered bed 
of s’s, i.e. Eden, and we’re in. 
A summer’s worth of gardening 
and peonies, I think, a week past 
frost, black wrought-iron foliage in 
a scribble at the base of a headstone. 
Mid-Nov, about three inches into 
that tangle, a little bit still lives. 
It’s the last of the yet to freeze 
pale green, nesting deep enough 
in its dead leaf shield to terraform 
a few days more, to drip the last 
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few photons of its fading signal 
over our horizon. Hey. What’s 
Hal finally say in 2001? I can 
feel it. I can feel it. 

40°N, 92°W
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Please Come

— after Vallejo

I will die 
in like five seconds 
here in this 
marsupial pouch 
of Missouri summer 
if I have to listen 
to myself talk 
about death again 
I will die & I’m not 

going to lie 
there’s a lesson in this 
few people 
get more interesting 
the longer they speak 
so get in the grave 
of what you have 
to say & get out baby 
you don’t have to 
shout it 

can be just one 
word whispered 
nests 
written in the trees 
avian lice & mites 
this city its lights 
in mud & spit 
& woven twigs 
birds swirl 
their single vowel O 

fringed flyers 
bottom feeders 
of the heavens O 
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wet black eye 
bead please come 
daybreak blink 
the bright world 
back 

Please Come
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Prairie Warble
 

Overlook the river from far enough 
away you first mistake the lit-up theater 
lot for water, when it would take its asphalt 
real recent rain to mirror polish purple 
dusk like that—through blue ash to hurt 
pink cuticle of horizon where the photo 
rips in two from a pretty true tear 
of treeline. America’s got trouble 
with its key card so the weekend worker 
puts her bag and coffee, lunch and folders 
down to re-swipe and re-swipe until it 
looks like she’s touching up the A 
in Fuck America tagged onto the face 
of the Natural History Museum. It’s 
only natural, though, if history lets you 
out. From inside the old state capitol, 
the BLM spray-painted on the window 
must look in reverse like ML8 which 
if you say it enough starts to sound out 
immolate if it wants to, and homily if it 
must. Even the Streets and San sidewalk 
repair notation spray-paints specks 
into the epic. All those half hashtags 
on certain sections of cement to save 
leave us enough F’s to fuck the cops, 
find consonants in pavement cracks, 
and read the real duet of our disrepair, 
from our storm drains now loud 
vowels. 
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Last Sunday of Summer

We’re a part of this harvest 
moon never mind the cloud 
cover. That cardinal clinking 
coins. I’m always three pages 
away, troubled, but with 
measurables. Walnut thumps 
come between smaller 
and smaller slices of silence. 
Lately it’s not light and dark, 
it’s light and lit, whole shadows 
of it, even though today 
the drear reared word-ward, 
drew weird birds. That’s no way 
to write’s the way to, too. 
I mean you buy it, you break it. 
Had a kid in my office tell me 
he’s been told he’s romantic 
lead or shark of a lawyer, 
so I gave him Anne Carson 
only until Thursday. Another 
one told me he couldn’t take 
anything out of his poem 
because he’s already lost so 
much, so I told him come back
later for Anne Carson. Who’d 
say to a sunrise I know skies 
who do what you do only way 
way better? Pierce the crepe 
of experience and out gurgles 
nice ripe nectarine light, 
well, it might. Poet, go on 
the g, not on the o. 

—for Dean Young 1955-2022
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Last Search 

of mine you’ll find antidote 
and the one before that 

anecdote. And before that’s 
asymptote, but we’re getting 

less and less ahead of 
ourselves. I remember 

the reflection of TV light 
on your teeth. I’m trying 

to sing but it’s coming out 
gibberish, try speaking 

in tongues and out 
comes elocution. Again 

the troposphere goes slow 
coals and the window’s 

last glimpse of it turns 
out to be neon gyros glow, 

and you go no though 
even as you say it know 

it’s pretty much yeah. 
You can only get this 

far out of your head—
pinhole stereoptic clouds 

in the sky of your skull. 
Belly / wing coloring 
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blinks sand to sea / sand 
to sea on a swallow, but deer 

is where god held the sky 
when she painted it sunset.

Last Search
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Quantum Tantrum 

At one point in development 
Pac-Man was Chompsky. 
The week I was born 
the number one song 

was Send in the Clowns. 
End of Feb the first half 
inch of daffodils don’t defile 
a thing. They say we are 

twenty days ahead toward 
Spring which almost gets us 
whole. We’re three weeks 
late with everything, but 

whatever little purple vents 
the violets opened in the earth 
must’ve done their work 
b/c one dove on the phone 

line blows its pop bottle 
vowel and just like that 
we’re all still here. A mile-off 
vulture slow scoots its cone 

of carrion scan and I could 
care less more often which 
is just boredom and a big 
problem. Bigger still there 

might not be a single poem 
in it, but the job’s work 
the spine of the notebook, 
strengthen your core. Pry, 
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encrypted ear, a prayer. 
Day goon, yon god dog, 
do agony. Nod and go 
your life is any good yo.

Quantum Tantrum
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Tonight the moon’s a cut 
round of rock sausage hung 

in a rope in the butcher shop 
window of the cosmos. 

Moon’s got a lot of mouth 
to feed, of work to do. Life 

ate my lunch lettuce. So what? 
What am I going to do? 

I’m going to open-face 
the day. I’m going to spend 

less time in those impromptu 
press conferences of the mind. 

First of all, let me just say 
to my creator, ouch. I mean 

Momma. The cowlick’s how 
I like it. 

Evolutionary Aesthetic Safeguard
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Attack Decay Sustain Release  

Two small towns rub their mail 
all over each other at the speed 
of reading, the speed of walking, 
really. Feel it? Spring just now 

something. The white lilac throws 
up Satan’s fingers. Whatever died 
around here’s going to start to stink. 
Even traffic splash past pavement 

far enough away’s a wave. It’s spring, 
we’d like to do a few great things even 
if it means breaking. Buds herniate 
even further. I am bio-degradation. 

I’m trying to write a song called 
Spring, but mostly I’m just home 
hiding. I’ve got a few layers of self 
to burn off before I can even begin 

to see robins beak up worms that 
you can tell (by the way the bird 
whips its whole head up and 
back and really leans into it) 

don’t want to go. 
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Out Into the Worldness I Did Roam

In the real America I keep slowly breathing 
shallow, wait to gulp the perfect mix of dead 
skunk and distance. I’m trying to get to the edge 
of the sky but it did or it does last bubbles in 
flat cola. Plenty of fog to prove who I was. 
Rain is something’s biting zeroes on the lake. 
The game is didn’t want to look but heard 
the flies anyway. Round here ain’t going 
nowhere so maybe every landscape’s a portrait 
in reverse where those roads got pretty after 
you left and none of you lives on or otherwise 
stencils out shadows. We were born to smell 
extinguished candles, the cake’s just gravy. 
Cool wet spring hot dry summer molds 
the corn so harvest plumes black dust up 
behind the combines. An apricot moth pair 
sutures cartoon air. I walk and I read and 
spend time in the trees. I’m trying to remember 
whether I do not think that they will sing for 
me or don’t think they will sing to me. Dawn 
pinched its skin in the day / night hinge again, 
pools a little blood on the horizon. What I will 
miss about having a skull’s how quick dreams 
respond to stimuli, the alarm goes off and it’s 
someone with your stolen guitar somewhere 
in the parking garage carnival dead letter office 
of your life and you’ve got to get it back, there 
in your galoshes as everyone still watches 
the dream dream back at you who 
grabs my shoulder, says it’s late. 

—Daniel Johnston 1961-2019


